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Modeling of Blue Phase Liquid Crystal Displays
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Abstract—We propose a numerical model based on Kerr ef-
fect for simulating the electro-optics of polymer-stabilized blue
phase liquid crystal displays (BP-LCDs). Parameters affecting the
electro-optics of BP-LCDs in in-plane-switching (IPS) structures,
such as wavelength, temperature, electrode dimension, and cell
gap are investigated. In addition, viewing angle and color shift of
IPS BP-LCDs are studied.

Index Terms—Blue phase (BP), color shift, fast response time,
in-plane switching (IPS), Kerr effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

P OLYMER-STABILIZED blue phase liquid crystal dis-
plays (BP-LCDs) [1]–[5] offer several attractive features:

1) they do not require any alignment layer so that the fabrication
process is simple; 2) the voltage-off state is optically isotropic
so that the viewing angle is wide and symmetric; and 3) the
response time is in submillisecond range (depending on the
polymer concentration and the LC employed) so that it enables
color sequential displays using RGB light emitting diodes [6].
However, at present, the operating voltage of BP-LCDs is still
too high. There is an urgent need to develop numerical models
to understand the operation mechanisms of BP-LCDs and find
solutions for lowering the operating voltage.

Recently, our group has developed a crude model [5] for char-
acterizing the electro-optical properties of BPLC materials in
in-plane switching (IPS) [7] and fringe-field switching (FFS)
cells [8]. However, detailed investigation on the electro-optics
and display characteristics of BP-LCDs have not been system-
atically addressed yet.

In this paper, we first discuss the detailed formulation of our
numerical model that is useful for calculating the induced bire-
fringence of BPLCs based on the Kerr effect in IPS or FFS
cell. From this model, the dependence of BPLC electro-optics
on different parameters such as wavelength, temperature, elec-
trode configuration, cell gap and LC birefringence is investi-
gated. The viewing angle and color shift of the IPS BP-LCDs
are also studied. Finally, potential approaches for reducing the
driving voltage are discussed.

II. NUMERICAL MOLDEING

Typically, BPLCs exist only in a very narrow temperature
range ( 1–2 K) between the isotropic and helical cholesteric
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phase [9], [10]. According to Meiboom [10], blue phases are
understood to have double twist cylinders that are arranged in
a cubic lattice in different ways. The coexistence with discli-
nation lines stabilizes such three-dimensional periodical struc-
tures. Recently, the temperature range of BPLCs is greatly ex-
panded by the polymer stabilization method [1]–[4]. The sym-
metric cubic structures in polymer-stabilized BPLCs appear op-
tically isotropic at zero electric field, but anisotropic when a
strong field is applied to induce birefringence. The physical
mechanism of such induced birefringence is believed to orig-
inate from the electric field-induced LC directors reorientation
inside the cylinders, but the detailed physics is still not yet com-
pletely understood.

Strictly speaking, to accurately compute the detailed molec-
ular distribution of BPLCs in response to an external field, both
Landau free energy and electric energy need to be considered,
which is extremely complicated [9], [10]. But macroscopically,
the isotropic to anisotropic transition of BPLC can be described
by the Kerr effect [11]. Thus, the electro-optical properties of a
BP LCD can be simulated by computing the induced birefrin-
gence profile based on Kerr effect.

For display applications, a BPLC cell is placed between two
crossed linear polarizers and horizontal electric fields generated
from IPS electrodes are used to induce phase retardation for the
incident light. At a null voltage state, each small blue phase unit
is optically isotropic, having refractive indices identical in its
principal coordinates. This leads to a very good dark state. When
a strong electric field is applied, birefringence will be induced
and the refractive ellipsoid will have its optic axis aligned along
the direction of the vector (as shown in Fig. 1). The amplitude
of the induced birefringence can be characterized by the
following equation [5], [11]:

(1)

where is the wavelength, is the Kerr constant, is the
maximum induced birefringence, and the induced saturates
at when the electric field exceeds a saturation field .
To avoid polymer network breakdown and damage to the cell,
the BPLC is usually operated at .

Based on above descriptions, we propose the following flow-
chart to model the BP LCD as shown in Fig. 1. First, we compute
the potential distribution from solving the Poisson equation

and then the distribution of electric field
in the media. Based on the electric field, we further calculate
the induced birefringence distribution from (1) and assign
the local optic axis direction of each unit along the vector
there. According to (2), we confine the calculated birefringence
from (1) to below the intrinsic birefringence of the BPLC
system. After obtaining the birefringence and optic axis distri-
bution, we adopt the extended Jones matrix [12] to compute
the related electro-optical properties, such as voltage-dependent
transmittance curve (VT), viewing angle, and color shift.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the BP LCD modeling based on the Kerr effect (inset plot
depicts the induced optical birefringence).

III. RESULTS

A. Wavelength Effect

The wavelength dependent LC birefringence based
can be described by the single-band model as [13], [14]

(2)

Here is the mean resonance wavelength and G is a propor-
tionality constant. In an experiment, we prepared a BPLC cell in
the FFS structure using a host LC material having a large dielec-
tric anisotropy and high birefringence ( 0.30). The
monomers employed are RM-257 and EHA (ethylhexyl acry-
late). From our fitting to the measured VT curve, we found the
Kerr constant of the mixture is 1.03 10 m V at room
temperature (25 C) and nm [5]. The response time
of the sample is s. For comparison, Kikuchi’s group
reported 10 to 10 m V for their high and
materials [4].

In principle, from (2) we could obtain G and values by
measuring the Kerr constant of the BPLC cell at two wave-
lengths. To elucidate the simulation method, we just use a typ-
ical high LC mixture as an example. For E-7 type LC mix-
tures , nm due to elongated -electron
conjugation [13]. Let us assume 1.03 10 m V at

nm, thus we find 8.776 10 V . Plugging
these numbers into (2), the Kerr constant at other wavelengths
can be obtained.

Fig. 2 shows the simulated VT curves of a 10- m IPS cell
with electrode width m and spacing m.
The electrode strips are placed at 45 with respect to
the transmission axis of the top linear polarizer. The fol-
lowing Kerr constants are used: 1.763 10 m V ,

1.268 10 m V , and 10 m V for
nm nm and nm, respectively. In the plot, the

Fig. 2. VT curves of the BPLC in a 10-�m IPS cell with electrode width � �

� �m and spacing � � �� �m at R (650 nm), G (550 nm), and B (450 nm)
wavelengths.

transmittance is normalized to the maximum value from two
parallel polarizers at each wavelength.

In comparison to the nematic IPS or FFS cell, the IPS BPLC
cell exhibits much larger color dispersion. In a conventional ne-
matic IPS or FFS cell, the on-state LC profile consists of two
connected TN cells with reserve twist sense [15], thus there is
a self-compensation for wavelength dispersion from this spe-
cial two-TN-cell profile. But in the IPS BPLC, the transmit-
tance originates from pure phase retardation effect, similar to a
vertical alignment (VA) cell. A shorter wavelength has a larger
K constant to get a larger value, resulting in a lower
on-state voltage. However, different from the nematic VA cell,
the induced birefringence (bright state) of the IPS BPLC has
multi-domain structure originating from the electric field pro-
files. In an IPS cell, horizontal fields dominate between elec-
trode gaps, and vertical components flourish above the electrode
surfaces. Because each local induced birefringence also aligns
with the electric field there, the electric-field-induced refractive
ellipsoids in the whole cell will gradually align from vertically
to horizontally starting from the electrode center to the electrode
gap region. This multi-domain profile leads to a more symmetric
and wider viewing angle, as will be discussed later.

B. Temperature effect

The temperature effect of BP LCD is based on the fact that
has similar temperature dependence to birefringence. In (2),

is linearly proportional to , order parameter of the BPLC
material. Thus we can also roughly rewrite the temperature ef-
fect as [13], [14]

(3)

where is the clearing temperature, exponent is a material
constant, and is the corresponding value at K.
In reality, during preparing the polymer-stabilized BPLC cell,
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Fig. 3. Simulated VT curves of the IPS BPLC cell at 5 C, 25 C, 45 C, and
65 C. IPS cell: � � �� �m, � � � �m and � � �� �m. � � ��� nm.

once the monomers RM-257 and EHA are polymerized, they
will be localized at these disclination cores in each periodic lat-
tice at a small concentration. Thus the main bulk is still the host
LC material. In other words, the temperature performance of the
polymer-stabilized BPLC cell is still similar to that of the host
LC material. In our experiment, the clearing temperature of
the host material is 96 C. To obtain the values at different
temperatures, we still have two unknowns: and . How-
ever, the value is usually between 0.20 and 0.23 for most LC
materials. Here we assume in the calculation and we
also find from our calculation that is quite insensitive to
when is between 0.20 and 0.23. Based on above assumptions,
we find 10 m V . Here one should note
that while computing the VT curves at different temperatures,
the temperature dependence of needs to be taken into
consideration as well. As temperature increases, both and

decrease. From Fig. 3, the VT curve of the IPS BPLC
gradually shifts toward the high voltage side as the temperature
increases.

C. Electrode Effect

As shown in (1), the induced birefringence in BPLC
cell is related to and the optic axis of the new ellipsoid
is along the electric field vector . In an IPS structure, hori-
zontal electric fields flourish between the pixel and common
electrode, and vertical field dominate above the electrodes.
For the BPLC cell at 45 away from the polarizer’s trans-
mission axis, only the induced from horizontal electric
fields contribute to the overall transmittance. Fig. 4 plots the
position-dependent transmittance curves at different voltages
of the IPS cell, where high transmittance occurs between the
electrodes. The incident wavelength is at 550 nm and Kerr
constant is 10 m V . In the IPS–BPLC cell,
even at a very high voltage the transmittance
above electrodes is still negligible. This is because the optic
axis of the refractive ellipsoid there is almost parallel to the
incidence light. On the other hand, in a conventional nematic
IPS cell, the horizontal rotation of LC molecules between the
pixel and common electrodes will also produce a weak in-plane
LC rotation above the electrode surfaces because the LC is a
continuum material. Thus, a weak transmittance also occurs

Fig. 4. Transmittance curves at different voltages of the BPLC in a 10-�m IPS
cell (� � � �m and � � �� �m) at � � ��� nm (the maximum transmittance
from parallel polarizers is 34.83%).

Fig. 5. VT curves of IPS-BPLC cells with different electrode dimensions at
� � ��� nm.

above electrodes, which enhances the overall transmittance.
Nevertheless, in the IPS-BPLC cell the induced above the
electrode surfaces will only act on the oblique incident light to
make the viewing angle more symmetric.

The electrode dimension also plays an important role in the
electro-optics of BP LCDs. Fig. 5 shows the simulated VT
curves for different electrode dimensions. Generally, a smaller
electrode spacing will lead to a stronger electric field intensity,
which in turn results in a lower driving voltage. Since only the
regions between electrodes contribute to transmittance, a larger

ratio will bring a higher transmittance. However, the IPS
cell with m and m exhibits a little bit higher
voltage as compared to the cell with m and m.
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In an IPS cell, the electric fields are generated from the bottom
in-plane electrodes and penetrate into LC layer. The penetrating
depth is proportional to , which is typical for a Poisson
problem in the form of . As a result, for two IPS
cells with a similar electrode spacing , the one with a larger
dimension will have a thicker LC layer contributing to
the induced . As a result, the transmittance peak could occur
at a lower voltage. Besides, here we can also see that a smaller

also leads to a little bit lower transmittance peak, even
the ratio is same. Because different electrode absolute
dimensions have quite different penetrating depths, a same
ratio does not necessarily lead to an identical response of trans-
mittance to voltage. One example is the operation voltage at
which overall transmittance peaks. From simulation, it is found
that the transmittance at the operation voltage near electrode
edges (e.g., from m to about 12 m in Fig. 4) is a
little bit higher in a cell with a larger value. Because
the transmittance is averaged from whole period, the overall
maximum transmittance in a larger cell also peaks a
little bit higher, but not in a big difference as compared to the
cells using a smaller value.

D. Cell Gap Effect

In a conventional nematic IPS cell, cell gap affects the trans-
mittance and response time. However, to our surprise the cell
gap effect in an IPS BPLC cell is not too obvious. Fig. 6(a) and
(b) depict the induced birefringence distribution of two IPS cells
with m m and m m , respec-
tively. As we can see for the first IPS cell with a larger electrode
dimension, the maximum penetrating layer thickness above the
electrode (defined at a vertical position where ) is

m, while it is only m for the second IPS cell
with a smaller dimension. In addition, from Fig. 6(a), the in-
duced between the electrode gap is below 0.1 at 170 .
In the cell with a small electrode dimension shown in Fig. 6(b),
at , the induced reaches over 0.2 in the elec-
trode gap, but the smaller penetrating depth in the vertical di-
rection reduces the overall phase retardation. In both figures,
although the induced value peaks above the electrode sur-
faces, the local optic axis of the ellipsoid there is mostly vertical,
thus makes no contribution to the transmittance, as verified by
Fig. 4. Moreover, from both figures, we find that the penetrating
depth in the vertical direction is very small from bottom elec-
trodes regardless of the electrode dimension. In other words, the
IPS BPLC cell is not critically dependent on the cell gap, as long
as the cell gap is larger than the penetrating length. This is an-
other major difference from the conventional nematic IPS cells.

Fig. 7 shows the VT curves of IPS-BPLC with two different
electrode configurations and cell gaps (5 and 10 m). For a given
electrode configuration, the VT curve is indeed not sensitive to
the cell gap variation, if cell gap is above the penetrating depth.
However, for the cell with m m , when
cell gap decreases to 2 m that is below the penetrating depth,
the operation voltage shifts to a higher value. This is because
the accumulated phase retardation at V with in-
duced between electrodes is not enough, thus a higher
voltage is needed to increase the induced
for phase retardation there in this thinner cell. On the other
hand, for the IPS cell with m m , the 2 m cell

Fig. 6. Induced �� profile of BPLC in a 10-�m IPS cells at � � ��� nm with
(a) � � � �m and � � �� �m at 170 � and (b) � � � �m and � � � �m
at 130 � .

gap is still above (or close to) the penetrating depth, thus there
is no significant change in attainable phase retardation at the
same voltage.Here the small change in operation voltage in the
curve results from the influence of the passivation layer SiO
with dielectric constant 3.9, which is much smaller than the
LC material . Thus more electric energy is attracted
into the first 2 m LC cell region in a thinner cell, than that in a
10- m LC cell (which has 8- m LCs above the 2- m effective
cell), leading to a little decrease of the voltage to reach the same
transmittance.

E. Birefringence Effect

A larger intrinsic LC birefringence not only helps to
boost the Kerr constant [4] but also has direct impacts to the
electro-optics in different cell dimensions. Fig. 8(a) shows the
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Fig. 7. VT curves of BPLC in 10-�m IPS cells with different electrode dimen-
sions and cell gaps. � � ��� nm.

VT curves of a 10- m IPS BPLC cell ( m and
m) at different values. Referring to Fig. 6(a), at

170 , the region with an induced reaching over 0.30
is only confined near the electrode surfaces, where the elec-
tric fields are mostly vertical, and these regions occupy only a
small portion in the horizontal direction. And the maximum in-
duced between the electrode gap is still 0.1. As a result,
the VT curves with different (all above 0.1) are quite
close to each other. However, in the second cell with m
and spacing m, as shown in Fig. 6(b), the spacing re-
gion exhibits a larger induced at .
In other words, if the inherent is smaller than 0.2, say

, it will output a smaller transmittance at 130 ,
and its maximum transmittance peak will also be lower than that
using at nm. Therefore, in IPS BPLC
structure, a larger helps to enhance the transmittance and
lower the driving voltage, not only from increasing the Kerr con-
stant (from material aspect) [5], but also from the induced
distribution in the cell.

F. Viewing Angle

The BPLC behaves like an isotropic material optically when
no voltage is applied in the dark state. As a result, the dark-state
light leakage only occurs at an off-axis incidence that merely
comes from the effective angle deviation between two crossed
linear polarizers, i.e., two crossed linear polarizer at a normal
incidence is no longer perpendicular to each other at an oblique
incidence. On the other hand, in a voltage-on state the induced

also has a multi-domain-like profile from the electric field
distribution in an IPS cell. Thus, the iso-brightness contour of
the IPS BPLC cell is more symmetric.

Fig. 9(a) shows the iso-contrast plot of an IPS BPLC cell at
nm, with electrode width m and spacing

m. As expected, the viewing angle is more symmetric
even using an IPS structure with merely 2D lengthwise strips. To
compensate the viewing angle, both uniaxial films and biaxial
films can be employed to suppress the light leakage at dark state
and expand the viewing angle [5], [16]. The contrast ratio over
200:1 can be easily expanded to over 75 as shown in Fig. 9(b).
The viewing angle of this simple IPS BPLCD is comparable
to that of a conventional four-domain (4D) IPS structure with

Fig. 8. VT curves of BPLC in a 10-�m IPS cells at � � ��� nm with different
inherent LC birefringence ���� having (a) � � � �m and � � �� �m, and
(b) � � � �m and � � 	 �m.

zigzag electrodes. Here to demonstrate the help of a multi-do-
main structure in expanding the viewing angle and reducing the
color shift, we just utilize two orthogonal 2D BP IPS cells to
mimic the 4D structure for simplicity.

G. Color Shift

Color shift is another important issue for display devices.
Fig. 10(a) shows the bright state color shift in CIE 1931 of the
IPS BPLC cell using a CCFL light source. The color shift is rea-
sonably small. In the calculation, real light source data, polarizer
data, compensation film data, color filter data, and the proposed

dispersion relation in (2) are all taken into consideration. As
discussed before, the multi-domain-like distribution of induced

in the IPS structure with merely 2D strips helps to make
the viewing angle more symmetric and reduce the color shift of
the bright state as well. For color shift, if a single domain LC
cell such as a uniform VA cell is adopted, the output spectrum
of the visible lights will change abruptly when polar and az-
imuthal angle vary. When a multi-domain configuration (results
from the electric field profile) is employed, wavelength disper-
sion at off-axis could be compensated, since the output trans-
mittance is averaged on the whole domain and is less dependent
on the polar or azimuthal angle. The color shift based
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Fig. 9. Simulated iso-contrast plots of the IPS BPLC cell: (a) without any com-
pensation film, and (b) with a biaxial film with� � ���,� � �� �� ��� �
���. IPS cell: � � 	� �m, � � � �m, and 	 � 	� �m and � � ��� nm.

on CIE 1976 is 0.0622 for the IPS BPLC cell using 2D strips.
As mentioned above, 2D IPS BPLC cell already have certain
multi-domain profile, but only in one plane (like the plane
in Fig. 4). In a 4D structure having another orthogonal 2D struc-
ture, the output spectrum is even less dependent on the polar or
azimuthal angles. The same bright state color shift for the IPS
BPLC cell using 4D profile (here it is mimicked by two orthog-
onal 2D cells, but in real fabrication it can be realized by zigzag
electrodes, as those widely employed in commercial IPS LCDs)
are shown in Fig. 10(b), where a much smaller
is obtained.

H. Lower Operating Voltage

Presently the driving voltage of the BPLC in IPS cells is still
too high for practical applications. To reduce the driving volt-
ages, a larger Kerr constant K is the most effective method,
which closely relates to the material engineering of new host
LC materials with a high dielectric anisotropy , birefrin-
gence , and a large value [4]. Fig. 11 shows the
VT curves for IPS cell using m and m, at

10 m/V , , and
, respectively. The on-state voltage drops from 130

at to by at , and to

Fig. 10. Simulated bright state color-shift of the IPS BPLC cell: (a) with 2D
strips and (b) with 4D structure (by assuming two orthogonal 2D structures).
Here IPS cell parameters are: 
 � 	� �m, � � � �m and 	 � 	� �m and no
compensation film is used.

Fig. 11. Simulated VT curves for the IPS BPLC cell with � � 	� �m, � �
� �m, and 	 � � �m and � � ��� nm with 
 � � � 	���� 10 m�V ,

 � 	�
 , and 
 � 	��
 .

by 10 at . According to (1), we
can estimate the operating voltage from the following relation

. Besides and , monomer concentra-
tion also affects the Kerr constant. A proper monomer concen-
tration that can stabilize the blue phases at a weakest polymer
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network will also help to reduce the driving voltage [17]. How-
ever, the tradeoff is in the slower response time. From our exper-
imental observations, the slower response time might originate
from the following factor. If a weak network cannot or cannot
strongly stabilize the BP, the whole mixture might actually be in
a state that is between a pure cholesteric (or nematic) phase and
a pure BP. And when a high voltage is applied or released, the
interaction of LC molecules will not be confined in each single
small unit domain as in a pure polymer-stabilized BP LC cell.
Such interaction among molecules in a larger scale slows the
response time in a similar way as a nematic LC cell, where the
thick cell gap employed in samples start to play a critical role.

IV. CONCLUSION

We propose a numerical model that can characterize the Kerr
effect in polymer-stabilized BP-LCDs. Based on this model, dif-
ferent effects, such as wavelength, temperature, electrode di-
mension, and cell gap, on the electro-optics of IPS BPLC cells
are discussed at a more insightful way. In addition, we also find
the origins for symmetric viewing angle and weak color shift of
IPS BPLC structures even using a 2D electrode structure. We
believe this model provides a useful tool to understand the un-
derlying physics and optics of BP LCDs, and also to improve
the performance by optimizing the display structures.
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